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QUESTION 1 
 
1.1 Briefly define the following concepts: 
1.1.1 Organising          (2) 
1.1.2 Control in Management        (2) 
1.1.3 Organisational Structure        (2) 
1.1.4 Sport Management         (2) 
 
QUESTION 2 
 
2.1 Name and discuss the Macro Environment in the Sport Industry and how they influence 
sport practice.                    (12) 
2.2 Explain the Sport Participation Sector of the Sport Industry.    (4) 
 
QUESTION 3 
 
3.1 Name and explain TWO types of power that leaders may exercise.   (4) 
3.2 Distinguish between Sport Management and Sport Administration   (5)  
3.3 Time management is a personal skill that managers should possess. Briefly mention  
       four things that may act as time wasters for managers     (4) 
 
QUESTION 4 
 
4.1 Name and explain the roles of the three most important officials of a Sport Club (6) 
4.2 What is the importance of planning?       (4) 
4.3 Briefly explain budgeting as a planning tool.      (4) 
 
QUESTION 5 
 
5.1 Name any FIVE clauses in the constitution of a Sport club.    (5) 
5.2 Describe the role of a Sport Manager                    (8) 
5.3 How will you conduct an effective general meeting at your Sport Club   (7) 
5.4 What are the four advantages of decentralizing power in the organization?  (4) 
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